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Copyright (C) 2017 The Android Open Source
Project * * Licensed under the Apache License,
Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this
file except in compliance with the License. * You
may obtain a copy of the License at * * * * Unless
required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
software * distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, * WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied. * See the License for
the specific language governing permissions and *
limitations under the License. */ package
com.google.android.exoplayer2.text.sct; import
android.os.Parcel; import android.os.Parcelable;
import androidx.annotation.Nullable; import
com.google.android.exoplayer2.C; import com.goo
gle.android.exoplayer2.util.ParsableByteArray; /**
* Represents a set of characters that can be
recognized as the start of a subtitle. * * @param
The character type used by the text
representation. */ public abstract class
SubtitleCharacterSet implements Parcelable,
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ParsableByteArray { static final Parcelable.Creator
CREATOR = new Parcelable.Creator() { @Override
public SubtitleCharacterSet
createFromParcel(Parcel source) { return new
SubtitleCharacterSet(source); } @Override
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started on the car at first, but once we got rolling
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Â .Introducing… …a new book from Joe Costa,
CSA, and the WABAC method! You’ve probably
heard of the WABAC method (also known as the
Five E’s of Goal Setting) at some point over the

past several years. Most coaches have some sort
of goal setting checklist on hand which includes
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the idea that the WABAC method can be used as a
good way to set goals. The WABAC Method is a
systematic, intelligent and practical goal setting

system that was developed in 1995 by Pete
Kaiser, the mastermind behind the already

successful Worldwide Achievement and Personal
Excellence (W.A.P.E.) program. If you’re unfamiliar
with the W.A.P.E. system, I recommend you start

there. The basic premise is to 0cc13bf012
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